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Washington, DC Oral History Project 
 

Transcription of Interview with Chapman Todd on March 25, 2013  
at American University Bender Library  

 
JL: Jordan Lyons 
PY: Patricia Yacob 
CT: Chapman Todd 
[Interviewers switch from Jordan Lyons to Patricia Yacob at 00:39:05] 
 
JL: Jordan Lyons and Patricia Yacob interviewing, Chapman Todd interviewd. March 25, 
2013. American University Library. Do I have your permission to record this interview? 
CT: Yes. 
 
JL: Uh, when this is done, after we’ve transcribed it, we’re going to send you a copy. Is  
that alright? 
 
CT: Okay, that’s great. 
 
JL: Okay. So, how long have you been living in DC? 
 
CT: Uh, I’ve lived in the District since 1988. So 25 year. 
 
JL: Okay. And what changes have you seen since you’ve been here. 
 
CT: Since I’ve been in the District of Columbia, I mean I came in a time when the um 
political environment, locally, was very different than it is now with the the city 
administration and in the time that I’ve lived here, I’ve lived through control board, 
which was in charge of the District’s finances, which is a very unique situation that uh I 
don’t know where else that has happened… 
 
JL: Mhmm. 
 
CT:…in a local jurisdiction, so obviously a lot of growth, the population’s gone up in the 
time that I’ve lived here. And the, the racial diversity within the District has changed 
somewhat. Um, there’s obviously a lot more, um, concentrated wealth in the District 
(2:00) than there was twenty five years ago. And there’s um, I guess a little bit of a 
different sense of where the District fits into the larger metropolitan area in terms of 
where the economic growth is where um where kind of some of the action is in terms of 
uh new, new developments. So when I moved here places like Tyson’s Corner were not 
like what they are at all now… 
 
JL: Mhmm 
 
CT…it was very much a central basis of things along the lines of the city, so. 
 



JL: Mmm. A concentration of wealth, you said. What do you mean by that? 
 
CT: Well, the District is like, like a lot of other cities across the country, but I think it’s 
um typically at the top of the charts of a disparity of wealth, so I, if you, if you look at the 
graphs, the number of people that live in the District who are extremely, um, extremely 
low income (3:00) and the number that have um concentrated uh wealth in the top ten 
percent or so, the, the, the charts are basically like this, and that divide, like around the 
country, I mean there’s a lot of press coverage about this, about the folks at the higher 
end of the economic spectrum having more money and the folks that have less money 
being a larger number. I mean, that, that’s kind of amplified, in my mind, in the District 
where you really do see   … 
 
JL: Mhmm 
 
CT:…um, a, a, a wide disparity between folks with a lot of wealth and folks that don’t 
have much money at all. 
 
JL: And, uh, what sort of impact have these changes had for you and your family? 
 
CT: Uh, for me and my family, uh, I mean for me and my family, it’s, well, those 
changes, I guess, let me back up, so the changes, that, that, there are in my mind some 
positive changes in the District, which I’ll go back and talk about. Um particularly, if 
you’re asking for me and my family, um, my, um (4:00) I have two kids that are in the 
DC public school system, which I’ve been very pleased with, and, um, there’s definitely 
been a sense that the school system as a whole, across the board, has seen improvements 
in how, um, in achievements. That does not mean that all schools have benefitted from 
that across the District. But if you’re asking for me in particular, you know, I feel like 
that has been something that, um, fifteen or twenty years ago, that, the, the, the ability of, 
um, the, the schools to kind of uh uh across the board have a approach to excellence that 
is, I’m not saying that that wasn’t the case, twenty or twenty five years ago when I first 
moved to town, but I have absolutely seen just in the, I guess at this point, ten years that 
my kids have been involved or been in the public school system, I’ve seen increasing 
emphasis on um excellence in the schools. So that’s not really related to what we were 
talking about before before… 
 
JL: (5:02)That’s fine. 
 
CT: …but it’s important for me in terms of, you know, where it’s mostly impacted me, 
personally. Professionally, it’s a different thing. And I can absolutely answer that 
question if you want.  
 
JL: We’ll get to that later. 
 
CT: Okay. 
 
JL: Uh, so how did you become interested in the issues of homelessness? 



 
CT: Um, so I’m, I am actually first came to DC, um, it is in college, so I came for a 
semester in my school at the Washington Semester here at American University, so that 
was my first introduction to living in DC. Uh, and I really liked the town. I was much 
more of a politically oriented guy. I had in, growing up, I had worked at city hall, and 
when I went to college I worked at the state house, so when I came here for the 
Washington semester and worked with a non-profit lobbying group, I was like, alright, 
when I’m done with college I’m coming back to DC. So I came back to DC and worked 
with politically oriented jobs and got particularly interested in hunger and homelessness 
issues while I was doing that. I was working with a group that was affiliated with the US 
Conference of Mayors. (6:01) And I really was very interested in housing, homelessness, 
and hunger, which was something which the US Conference of Mayors focused on. And I 
had felt some sense of disconnect for me in understanding the issues because as, I don’t 
know what you guys do in terms of your interactions in Washington DC, but there’s a 
certain level of involvement that is very macro… Capitol Hill internships, big lobbying 
firms, whatever, that do this stuff, so that’s kind of where I was, but I realized things 
were particularly interesting to me, I did not know a lot about how it worked on the 
ground. So after, after about two years of working on policy, those type of policy oriented 
jobs, that I felt like I needed to have more understanding of the issues that were of 
interest to me, so I left those jobs and went to work at a, um, direct service, non-profit 
agency in town called Martha’s Table where I was coordinating a food program. 
 
JL: Yes. 
 
CT: And I had initially gone into that thinking that would be (7:00) something that I did 
for a…six-months or a year, to kind of understand the issue better so that I could go back 
and work on larger policy that would be more instructed in the experience on the ground, 
but I got there and realized this was exactly what I wanted to do. I had no interest in 
going back to work on Capitol Hill, or work in an office that was working on broader 
policy, that I was much more of a direct-service guy. 
 
JL: That’s great. Why homelessness and hunger issues specifically? 
 
CT: So, I, again, me as the twenty two or twenty three year old that’s focused on this 
issue, it looked like an issue to me that was solvable. Unlike things that are so complex 
that I can’t get my head around the issue of, particularly, hunger was one that really, to 
me, just seemed an issue of supply and demand in connecting people with food, ‘cause 
there was certainly plenty of food in this country, at least. I mean, I was really focused on 
this country, and to know that there were people that were hungry at the same time that 
there was food everywhere, I mean it just really seemed like a solvable problem, and for 
me solvable problems were something that I wanted to work on. So that’s where I started 
on hunger. Homelessness is a little connected. It’s the same kind of an issue. This is not a 
country where there’s no, there’s not enough room, there’s not enough space, there’s not 
enough wealth (8:30) for people to be housed. Um, the resources are there. So those to 
me were solvable problems and often went together. So um, and then I, as I would up 



working in an agency that was focused mostly on hunger, but it was also homelessness, 
they kind of got merged in my mind. 
 
JL: A pie of infinite slices, in other words. 
 
CT: Um, you mean in this, in terms of… 
 
JL: In terms of uh, this country… 
 
CT: Yes. 
 
JL: …and its ability to feed and house people. 
 
CT: Yes. 
 
JL: Okay. 
 
CT: You know, there are plenty of issues that are say, beyond me being able to think 
about (9:00) how a solution is, you know, not that they’re not solvable, they’re just 
complex, this one seemed to me pretty direct, these two seemed to me pretty direct. 
 
JL: Yeah. If you’re hungry, give ‘em food, right? 
 
CT: Yes. And you have food. Again, it’s not like, you know, places where there’s no 
food or there’s drought, or there’s not the resources to do it… 
 
JL: Mhmm. 
 
CT:…you know, you could be, in the District and be in a sup—this is an over-
simplification, but—you could be in the supermarket with food that’s, you know, from 
here to the roof and then have people that don’t, don’t have that. It’s not the situation 
where you have a million people and food to feed half… 
 
JL: Yes. (9:30) 
 
CT: …a million people. You’ve got plenty of food to feed people. As you do with places 
for people to stay, too, so. 
 
JL: So, given your experience and your own opinions, why has homelessness become 
such an issue in DC? Why has it become so entrenched, that is. 
 
CT: Um, well it’s become entrenched everywhere. Um, and it’s not, it’s not, it, it hasn’t 
become so much of an issue in the District. It’s really been an issue since I’ve been here. 
I just understood it more over the course of twenty five years. 
 
JL: Mhmm. 



 
CT: It’s important. Why does it resonate with people? It resonates with (10:00) people 
because, if you see people that are outside on the streets, clearly in distress and you have 
no choice but to walk by, it’s not solvable to the average person that walks by. I mean, 
can you, I mean ,you know this, can you imagine, OK, you’re walking by, if you saw 
someone in a car wreck, and there were clearly people that were in distress, you would 
not just say, you know, “whatever,” it’s…you wouldn’t. But, but, we often just walked by 
people that are clearly in distress because we have no way to solve that. As individuals, if 
you walk by someone at the Tenleytown Metro that’s yelling at themselves, that clearly 
hasn’t um, hasn’t um been able to have clean clothes, has all their bags or whatever, and 
you’re like, wow, that is, that person is definitely in distress, you can’t do anything about 
it, really. I mean, you know, immediately, you could be, what am I gonna do to help. You 
call someone and they’d be like “Ah we know that guy, he’s just out there, that’s the 
thing,” you know, what do you do about that. And so, I think that the reason the issue 
resonates so much is because the general public feels so powerless to do anything to 
solve the issues that seem so intractable about, you know, “how did, how did this 
happen?” “How did this become normal for us, to, to, just expect to see people in the bus 
stops, waiting by, you know, in the metro station, outside the metro stations, on a bench, 
um, why is that normal?” And that’s why I think that’s why it resonates with people and 
it’s important to try to figure out how to solve it. 
 
JL: Well, what you just mentioned is more chronic homelessness. 
 
CT: Mhmm. 
 
JL: Right, so people who are constantly going on the streets, then going (11:30) into 
shelters and then going back on the streets. Um and you see that a lot downtown… 
 
CT: Mhmm. 
 
JL: …people sitting on benches, or bathing in parks. Well, what about um, more seasonal 
homeless? 
 
CT: Well I’m particularly focused on chronic homelessness, and let me tell you why. 
Because, homelessness becomes, becomes a catch-all phrase for a lot of different 
conditions… 
 
JL: I see. 
 
CT: …OK? So when you say, I mean, what’s the , the common theme is that people have 
no permanent place to say, but within that, within that definition (12:00), there’s a lot of 
different things going on. There’re people that are, uh, have untreated mental illness, 
there’s people with addictions issues, there’s people with severe physical illnesses, 
there’re people that are economically displaced, there’s a lot of different things going on 
there with a lot of different solutions. And unfortunately we have often approached it as 
one general condition needing one general resolution for that. And that, that’s, that’s 



complicating. So I’m particularly focused on chronic homelessness because I have felt 
like it, if you solve the issue of uh people being chronically homeless, then you enable the 
system to better serve people that are seasonally homeless, or economically displaced. 
And here’s the way I would tell it to you, is uh an example is, when you read about 
storms, um, hurricanes, tornadoes, or whatever, and people are displaced, you know the 
drill. All of a sudden there’s a lot of outpouring, there’s federal emergency assistance 
money, the Red Cross and the Salvation Army show up and they do uh temporary shelter 
in gyms or whatever. You know, they come in with a lot of services to get people back up 
to figure out what’s going on with their housing, get their job back or whatever. And the, 
over time, people are back in the community and it’s not a permanent condition, OK? If 
you were designing a system for homelessness, I think that you would design it the same 
way, kind of emergency response system, you know, like what Red Cross and Salvation 
Army… 
 
JL: Mhmm 
 
CT:…and those folks do (13:30). Our homelessness system has become something 
different. It’s kind of the, the approach has been kind of the same way of “what do we 
need to do quickly to turn people around, to get them back on their feet, out on the jobs, 
back in their houses,” but that’s not actually who’s, for the most part, in the homelessness 
system. So we have these kind of short-term solutions to getting people back on their feet 
from homelessness that we’ve kind of approached from a disaster-relief metric. But what 
we’re really dealing with are people who are um (14:00) often homeless for an extended 
period of time, that have the kind of chronic conditions that are not easily resolved by 
someone coming in and just doing some short-term assistance type of thing. So, when, 
when I say I’m focused on chronic homelessness, I’ve felt like if you deal with why 
people are chronically homeless, why in shelter system, the individual shelter system in 
the District, even though almost 10,000 people will come in during the course of the year, 
roughly 1,500 of them are there every night if you deal with that core group of (14:30) 
1,500 and you figure out why are they there permanently, then you can go into more of 
short-term assistance for everyone that flows through; that other 8,000 people that come 
through. You can do more of, like, the disaster-relief, immediate assistance, and you can 
focus on getting, instead of people coming in saying “Oh, this isn’t for me,” you can, you 
basically have two systems. So, if you, if you ask me about the seasonal homelessness, 
seasonal homelessness is, I’m not sure what that really means. I  mean there’s more 
people in the shelters in the winter, um, for reasons that I can come back and explain, but, 
um, the, the, the fact that people come in and out of the shelter system, um, is, is a 
different thing. A lot of people come in and out of the shelter system for kind of those 
short-term issues. You know, girlfriend, boyfriend, mom, whatever, put them out, or they 
lost the job, they come in the shelter system, you know, they get, get, get whatever they 
need together, they go out and they live on their own. That’s what most people who enter 
the shelter system do. But you can’t really focus on them when you’re operating a shelter 
because you re focused on this other 1,500 people that have either chronic mental illness, 
addictions issues, all kinds of things that are much harder to solve than the other folks 
that come in.  
 



JL: So you work on these issues at the (15:45) Business Improvement District? 
 
CT: So, we didn’t talk about it but I’ll tell you. So, up-front, my job is, so, for the last, 
I’ve worked in, now, direct social service for almost, almost all of the time that I’ve been 
here, roughly twenty years. Um, for the last three years, I have been working for myself, 
which includes working with the BID as well as two other non-profits on the 
development of permanent support of housing. So, and I work with the BID on some 
other issues as well. So, um, so, while my focus is on solving the chronic homelessness, 
um, uh, um, situation in the District, it goes into a lot of other different areas like meal 
programs and transportation, so, um, but, but if you’re asking me, you know, personally 
where my focus is on the work that I do with the BID and the work that I do with my, 
with the other groups that I’m involved with, is targeted towards ending chronic 
homelessness in the District. 
 
JL: Okay. And, um so (16:45) why is the BID interested in homelessness and um…. 
 
CT: Well, it, at a very fundamental issue the BID is interested in homelessness because, 
so the BID’s area, um, of, of service is uh, I’m not actually sure of the number of blocks, 
but the, the, the central business district in the District of Columbia. The BID first got 
interested in the issue of homelessness because people were homeless in the BID area. 
And there was a question of how, how are the people that are here being served, whether 
it’s people that are on the streets, or it’s people that are needing food, and so when the 
BID first got started, the um, one of the primary projects at the beginning was the 
creation of a Downtown (17:30) services center. And within that services center, it was 
an existing meal program within the church at 10th and G Streets NW. and within that 
program, the BID helped get other services involved there, both District government 
services as well as other non-profit services. The idea was to make it more than just a 
meal program, but to be able to combine other types of services that could help people 
either get back on their feet of get job training or whatever. So the BID’s initial interest 
was in trying to (18:00) figure out how to more effectively serve the people that were 
homeless that were either living on the streets in the Downtown business area, or that 
were coming into the business area for the, for the meal program in particular. 
 
JL: So serve as in…what? 
 
CT: Uh, uh…. 
 
JL: Serve in what capacity? Like the Business Improvement District deals with 
businesses. 
 
CT: Right: 
 
JL: So it intended to serve the homeless population in its district how? 
 
CT: Well, so, the, they uh core um mission for the business district is to make the um the, 
the, the area in its whole claim, safe, you know, vibrant, and so part of that is making sure 



that, uh, that people are coming for, um, for social services in the area are getting what 
they need, um, in a way that both helps uh helps them as well as utilizes what the 
businesses can bring to the resources, financial or space or otherwise, uh to make sure 
that the services are (19:00) delivered in a way that is most effective for the people that 
are served. Now, the, the downtown services center closed when that church was 
redeveloped. What’s happened with the BID since then is the, the primary um service 
component has been uh long-term contract with the group called Pathways to Housing 
DC, which has case-workers and social services that are, basically by engagement at the 
street level. There’s not been a (19:30) replacement for the downtown services center. 
While everyone’s looked for a couple years since that closed, it’s been a huge 
challenge… 
 
JL: Mhmm 
 
CT: …and if you all have been involved with the advocacy groups you will know that for 
a while it was um in a church at uh at 3rd and E street, it was the, the, uh, dinner program 
was relocated down there, but it’s been a challenge to try to find, can there be some kind 
of service center to replicate what used to exist at, uh, at First Congregational Church at 
1st and G street. 
 
JL: So you’re saying that space is an issue? 
 
CT: It’s a huge issue. (20:01).  
 
JL: For providing services? 
 
CT: Yes.  
 
JL: Okay. Uh, how’s the way um homelessness has been addressed changed over the 
years? 
 
CT: Um there’s certainly been much more of a focus on housing, as opposed to 
emergency assistance, so if you all have looked, I’m not sure how much you’ve looked at 
the issue, but there’s been a real sea-change at how homelessness is addressed to kind of 
refocus on housing as opposed to working towards housing. And so the way I would 
describe this to you is that for many programs, say, ever since homelessness really came, 
became, became the big issue on the horizon in this country, so maybe mid/ late 80s, a lot 
of the focus was going in from the streets to emergency shelter to transitional housing 
programs that would be programs that are more, um, not service but more structured and 
then from transition (21:00) you would go to permanent housing and you would work 
your way up and you would deal with whatever issues brought you to homelessness 
though your steps up the ladder from street, emergency shelter, transitional housing, pro, 
uh permanent housing. The, that’s kind of been turned on its head, in part, because the 
lack of permanent housing has made it complicated for people to go up the steps of you 
know going through a transitional housing program and not having anywhere permanent 
at the end to go to. But, more fundamentally, the issue has been that if you are using 



housing as kind of a carrot stick thing, like, “OK, if you do this, if you, you know, if you 
take your medications, if you work of addictions issues, if you get job training and get a 
job, then you will get housing.” And that’s tough, because a lot of the times, people are 
focused on “I just need somewhere to to to stay, I need somewhere to be secure, and my, 
and my living situation,” and if you make housing as something that’s kind of a reward 
for kind of, maybe, socially deemed good behavior or, you know, or things that are kind 
of checking the box “I did this, I achieved this so therefore I get housing,” the metric’s 
wrong. It, basically, the whole thought has been, you can’t link housing for kind of a 
reward for either um meeting someone else’s sense of what a, a outcome for you should 
be. The housing should be in place, and once that’s been in place, we will focus on those 
other issues. And you can do what, what works for you (22:42) um what is, what you’re 
capable of, what you’re interested in doing, but we’re going to take the housing out of the 
equation. So what, what it really comes down to, is is is the catchphrase of a housing-first 
model. No more like, steps that you need to go through and, you know, that someone 
needs to say “OK you’ve done this, you’ve done that, now you’re ready for the next 
step.” Take that our of the equation and say “OK here’s the housing, and we’re going to 
work with you in terms of case-management, when you’re ready um (23:10) to, to get the 
other things in your life in a situation where you’re more able maybe to live more 
independently, or be more secure, of basically just be where you want to be at.” And 
then, so that’s, that’s the metric changed. You know, working towards housing versus 
“you know what, take that out of the equation, here’s the housing, let’s do everything else 
down here from social services to….” 
 
JL: Is the housing first model (23:31) um the the the view of the BID? 
 
CT: Yes. 
 
JL: Yeah? OK. And you as well? 
 
CT: Yes. 
 
JL: Okay. And, so, I guess this is, we skipped over this: what is housing, like, what does 
it represent? You said that ‘taking housing out of the equation gives them uh a place, it 
gives homeless people a place to grow and take care of stuff… 
 
CT: Mhmm 
 
JL: …is that really what it means? 
 
CT: Housing for me? 
 
JL: Yes. 
 
CT: It’s a permanent, permanent place to stay that is not time-limited (24:00). Um, and is 
your own space. 
 



JL: Okay. And so where do shelters fit in with that? 
 
CT: Um 
 
JL: Like the the the shelter, the CCNV shelter. 
 
CT: Shelters, um shelters are important, um, as part of the service component. Um, but 
when you have a shelter system that largely becomes permanent housing, which it is for 
many people, um, then that’s uh, there there there’s a need for emergency shelter, but 
when you look at the emergence shelter system that has more than half the beds on any 
given night occupied by people that are there essentially permanently, and that’s where I 
get into from from my thought of “that’s not what the shelter system is designed to do.” 
And if you have people permanently in the shelter system or for a very extended period 
of time, that’s a very different thing that what a shelter system should be equipped to do. 
So that’s where I was giving the example about, if you set up disaster relief shelters, 
that’s what shelters really are. (25:00) They’re for someone that has no resources, that has 
come through and you know basically, either has no family, no friends, no faith 
community they can rely on, no one that’s there to help them out, they need to get back 
on their feet, their issues are relatively direct, in terms of how you can get them back in 
not being in the shelter system, and you turn it around with some basic case management, 
that’s what the shelter system is for. What the shelter system is not for is to have a 
congregate site for people that have chronic and persistent mental illness, that have long 
term addictions issues, that have barriers that make them unemployable and this is their 
home. That’s and that’s, that’s what our shelter system in some ways has turned into, and 
that’s, it’s just, it’s just, no what it’s equipped to do, it’s not a great service to anyone, it’s 
impossible to run, it’s impossible for people to live in in the long-term. So I’m, you 
know, the shelters play a role. What we’ve done, what we’ve done with the shelter 
system in terms of (26:00) being able to serve people that need more than kind of a band-
aid is not the way to do it.  
 
JL: Okay. So, I, I just wanna get this straight. You, you’re saying that shelters have 
become a sort of permanent residence? 
 
CT: For many people, not all.    
 
JL:  for, for many people. 
 
CT: I gave you that number, okay? It’s important… 
 
JL: 1,500 
 
CT:…back at the beginning. So roughly, you know, I can give you the exact number if 
you want, but, if if roughly 10,000 people come through the shelter system, now I’m 
talking about the individuals, families are a completely different thing and I’m happy to 
talk about them, but I’m, you know, (26:30) I’m focused on individuals. 
 



JL: That’s fine. 
 
CT: If roughly 10,000 people come through, 1,500 people that are there, that are 
chronically homeless, that’s different. For those other 8,500, for the most part, they are 
not able to basically be served because the staff and the operations are set-up mostly to, 
to deal with the other 1,500 people for whom this is de-facto home. And it’s not a home. 
(26:50). 
 
JL: Okay. Um, so what, what sort of change in the lives of homeless people do you, do 
you think will happen if there’s less of a focus on, you know, shelters as permanent 
housing for a select group of people and more housing first initiatives? 
 
CT: I’m not sure if I follow, can you rephrase that? 
 
JL: Yes. Um, if, you know, shelters aren’t used as a permanent housing block for the the 
fif…, that number, the 1,500 that you said… 
 
CT: Mhmm 
 
JL: …what sort of changes do you envision will uh affect homeless people? 
 
CT: In the shelter system? 
 
JL: Yeah, the people in the shelter system. 
 
CT: Um, well, I, I would think, I would like to see the shelter system be focused more on 
short term outcomes for folks to get back and not get sucked into staying in the shelter 
system. And that’s, that’s really what you want out of that. If someone’s coming into the 
shelter system, you want to be able to address their, the issues that brought them to 
coming to the shelter system very quickly, and, as of, as effectively as possible. “What do 
you need?” OK? We can do that (28:00) and we’re working towards um making sure that 
you don’t get stuck in the shelter system. Um, right now, we’re not, the system’s not able 
to do that very well because of the intense need of the the folks that are chronically 
homeless are stuck in the system, if that makes sense. So I think that what you would see 
is more of an individualized approach to people that are coming into the shelter system 
that are not susceptible to being chronically homeless or not chronically homeless now. 
So you will set, you can have a system that’s more set-up to kind of, uh, uh, short-term, 
uh, brief kind of engagement things that will address very specifically what brought 
people to homelessness and what we need to get them out of homelessness. 
 
JL: So you feel that hou-housing first, uh folks on housing first, is this fundamental right 
of um homeless people. Like, being able to address certain issues is is better than being 
in, in a shelter and being susceptible… 
 
CT: Well… 
 



JL: …to chronic homelessness. 
 
CT: sure, ask, ask (29:00) people that are homeless whether they’d rather be in a shelter 
or whether they’d rather be in a house. I mean, it’s easy for me to say because I’ve not 
been homeless uh in the way that the folks that are in the shelter system are, but when 
you routinely go out and and again I’ve done this for twenty years so I don’t want to 
overstate my, kind of, understanding of the issue, but I’ve talked to people a lot and the 
issue is, “I need housing,” OK? It’s not, sometimes people say they need shelter, but they 
need shelter for the, for, for then, um (29:30) what what you would hear from people is 
“What can I do to get a place to live?” And that’s, that’s, so, let’s, let’s, let’s address that, 
and then we can work on whatever else brought them to being in a situation where they 
have nowhere to stay.  
 
JL: And, uh that’s the BID’s focus as well? In terms of how it deals with the homeless 
population? 
 
CT: I mean it’s more based, it’s based on service, OK? So there’s a lot of different things 
going on with the BID. So, so I work with the BID, I am not the spokesperson for the 
BID… 
 
JL: OK. 
 
CT: …so I just need to make clear about that. So I, I, you know, (30:00), so my approach 
may or may not reflect what the BID leadership does, but, you know I think I, I work 
with them, in part, because they understand where I’m coming from, what the focus is on, 
and that, anything that can be, anything, anything that can be done to help um, to, to help 
people not be in a situation of distress, you know, on an immediate term, that’s what you 
want to do, that’s what the downtown services center has done. But in the long-term, 
sure, I mean, people, people should be able to have their own (30:30) space that’s inside, 
to be able to, to live in a way that doesn’t mean going form program to program to get 
food, you know, go from social service agency to social service agency to get the social 
services and constantly be in a state of flux. So, sure, I mean, what, wha- in, in terms of 
the BID’s approach, it’s to have people be in a space where, that is dignified, that is self-
empowering, that enables them to, uh, to, to do, uh things that are to the, to the the, to 
pursue what is their best ability, and best interest, and improve their life. And you know, 
the folks that are in the BID area that are on the streets, I mean, you know, how, how can, 
how can we work on getting housing and for a long time there was uh a big focus on 
people getting out from, literally, from the streets to housing, that’s been less 
emphasized, um, from a policy standpoint recently. So I think we’d like to to (31:30) 
have that program be reinvigorated.  
 
JL: So in what projects have you worked on with the BID? 
 
CT: So I’ve been working, I mean I’ve worked on the um the obviously looking at the 
opportunities for housing in the Downtown area, which is, one of which is the Federal 
City Shelter, um, I’ve looked at them with better um how to do a better transportation 



system or more efficient transportation system for people that are homeless that are going 
to the shelters ‘cause right now there’s buses and vans that go from centralized spaces in 
the Downtown area to the shelters. I’m trying to take a look at, OK, how can that be done 
better, how can that be done more securely, that people wouldn’t be forced to go and wait 
outside, um, for an hour and the bus may or may not come. So we’ve looked at. Um, and 
I’ve also been very interested in working with them on a better coordination of the meal 
programs that are in the parks Downtown. Um, that is (32:30) something, going back to 
my days at Martha’s Table, that has been a challenge for me. Um, to try to think about 
how to do the meal programs which provide a very needed service, but how to do it in a 
more dignified, safe way, and a better coordinated way, ‘cause, um, so I don’t know if the 
two of you know Martha’s Table very well but it’s, it’s a program that one of the um um 
one of the projects is having um food uh regular seven-day week, three-hundred and sixty 
five days a year van-run that delivers food to a couple parks in the Downtown area. And 
this goes back, I mean, I didn’t work there that long, but, you know, twenty years ago, 
and it was a very, um, um formative experience for me, but, so, our, the, the food for 
Martha’s Table would go out every day, but then I’d realize, well, some days, other 
groups would show up, and you couldn’t tell when they were coming, and sometimes 
folks would just come once a month, and they would (33:30) often do it out of a sense of 
“We’re doing good-work,” but, but you couldn’t really tell, like, they had no schedules. It 
almost looked like groups got together and said, oh “Today we’re going to feed the 
homeless. So we’re gonna go down there” and, like, with no understanding of like this 
whole, this whole system that people depend on. If you just show up on Saturday with all 
this food, I mean, you know, who’s, who’s gonna be there next Saturday, and are you 
coordinated with everyone else that’s doing that. And that hasn’t really changed much in 
the twenty years that I’ve been involved in this. So, um, one of the things that that I am 
very much focused on working with the BID is (34:00) trying to better-coordinate what’s 
going on with the meal programs to serve um to serve people one, more safely, and two, 
in a more dignified way then just, you know, “line up at the park at five on Sunday and 
we’ll be there with food.” 
 
JL: Mhmm. 
 
CT: So really those three things are what I’m working on with the BID. 
 
JL: OK. Uh, so, it seemed like you, you were getting to the point in saying that, maybe 
not charities, but activist and certain groups who show up on Sundays or once a month 
are unreliable, that that source is an unreliable one with which to serve the homeless. 
 
CT: Um, unreliable is not really what I’m saying in this, you know, so I’m not speaking 
for the BID here, but I’m speaking for me, and I can tell you where I come from on that is 
that, so, as you look at how we as a society regulate restaurants, food trucks, everything 
else, you know, there’s a sense of “we want you to be safe when you go to a restaurant, 
so we do inspections and we, you know, we have this and people have to be certified to 
do food and whatever, but if you’re feeding the homeless people (35:00) just do whatever 
you want,” you know. That’s just kind of what it is, alright? So if you wanna get together 
with some students at AU and say “You know what, we’re gonna, we’re gonna start a 



food truck, we’re gonna, you know, sell food to folks, this is our new business model. 
This is what we’re gonna do after we graduate.” You’ve gotta go through this to make, 
you know, everyone’s gonna make sure that you’re doing it safe, that you’re registered, 
that you know what you’re doing because you want your customers to, that, to uh, to, to 
have a sense of “we’re doing something that, you know, that you can trust because it’s 
gonna be safe.” But if you said, (35:30) “you know what? We’re, we’re gonna do a meal 
program for the homeless,” what do you gotta do, you know? Just go buy your food, put 
it together, take it down, give it out when you want to give it out, wherever, no one’s 
gonna give you a hard time about the trash, no one’s gonna give you a hard time about, 
you know, do people have to stand out in the rain? So I think that, I’m not saying that 
needs to be overregulated, I’m just saying that we almost have this different approach 
because you’re doing charity, that, therefore, we don’t have to make sure that you’re 
doing it as professionally as someone else. Why, why should we do that? Um, and, then, 
why, why is it a good thing for a, for a group to get together and say, “You know what? 
Today we’re gonna get together and serve. We’re gonna serve people that are homeless.” 
With no sense of what else is going on in the world. You know, no sense that there may 
be social service agencies that are engaged with that client. There may be programs that 
are there every day feeding folks. “But today we’re just gonna go down and we’re gonna 
do this because we’re focused on what, what we wanna do.” As opposed to having a 
broader understanding. So I, I, I say that with complete respect for the groups that wanna 
be involved in feeding people (36:30) that are homeless and wanna do something good. 
And um, but, but unless we coordinate it or make that efficient, it’s, it’s, you know, what 
good are you doing if the church down the road from you went down at three on Sunday 
and you’re going down at five on Sunday, honestly. You know, it’s great for you, you 
know, everyone else that’s down there has already been fed. They’re gonna take the food 
because you’re there and you may have socks or coats or whatever, but, but unless you 
have a sense of how this fits in and “Are we doing this efficiently,” you’re not being very 
effective about that. And so that’s, that’s (37:00) what I want. What I would like to see is 
a better coordination so that we can work together to better serve the people that are 
down there and the meal programs are uh uh a definite spot where I look at that and say 
“It’s not dignified, it’s not working um in the best way to utilize the resources that we 
have as a society to feed the people that are in in need of those services. How can we 
coordinate that in a way that achieves those things?” 
 
JL: Alright, so I just wanna uh switch uh topics sort of. Um so can you tell me about how 
panhandling is viewed by the business community? 
 
CT: Um… 
 
JL: And by you? 
 
CT: By me? Um… 
 
JL: And, and the Business Improvement District. 
 



CT: Well, I think that the business community would, I mean, obviously prefer That 
panhandling um, that, that panhand, I mean, panhandling is a difficult issue, um, so I’ll 
talk for me personally. Um… 
 
JL: Sorry. 
 
CT: OK. For, for me personally, I often, I mean I will engage people that ask for money, 
but I’m often trying to figure out, “Do, are you (38:00) aware of the services or the 
opportunities that are available in here? Not just in the Downtown area but everywhere?” 
To try to engage with people, to not ignore them, to not just walk by. Uh, but to try to 
understand why they’re panhandling, and, um, and get a better sense of that. Um, so 
panhandling is a tough issue. Um, and I think people respond to it differently. What I, 
what I personally have a hard with is where panhandling becomes a de facto job for folks, 
sometimes. And then it provides little incentive for people to um, to do things besides 
panhandle. And um anecdotally, I know that some of the folks that have worked in the 
Downtown area before, sometimes people, actually often, people that panhandle are not 
actually homeless, OK? And that’s an important issue. So if you talk to the folks that are 
panhandling in and around the Downtown area and try to get a sense of it, I I I caution 
people form merging in their minds panhandling with homeless (39:00) because it’s often 
not the case. 
 
JL: OK. Uh, so you can pause that. 
 
 
[Interviewers Switch, 00:39:05] 
 
 
PY: What are some of the biggest challenges you have faced as an advocate? 
 
CT: The challenges on an ongoing basis are feeling like that the issues are very clear. I 
think this is probably for all advocates I see how this adds up 1+1+1= 3, here let me show 
you exactly how it is. You know we do this, we do that and then we end homelessness. 
And but the challenge is getting from the what I think is 1+1+1 = 3, which seems very 
direct to actually having everyone else that’s not in my world see that is frustrating 
sometimes. You can say its about housing and we can be, we can show you if we do 
housing that we save money across all these other systems that make the housing seem 
cheap right? Cause we can do that, we can say look, chronic homelessness may seem 
that, that is a relatively inexpensive way to serve people that are homeless but if I show 
you based on all the things that we in the community know how much that really costs its 
actually cheaper to do the housing. To me that seems pretty direct. The thing that gets 
frustrating is its not that direct. To have people come around to that line of thinking it’s 
exhausting. 
 
PY: What sort of community response has there been to the BID's programs? 
 



CT: I'd like to think on the response to kinda pointing out the opportunity at the Federal 
City Shelter that the response has been good. In particular my role with the Federal City 
Shelter was spending some time figuring out what the, what things were in place for both 
the building and both the land behind it. What restrictions there were, what opportunities 
there were and to try and surface all that so that people that were interested in that would 
be starting from the same frame of reference. And so I felt that that’s been positive. 
Things on meals programs, its hard because as we talked about a little bit to do any kind 
of discussion about structure or around that may seem that it could limit the availability 
of food or resources to people but that’s not, that’s certainly not my intent. I'm really 
focused on how we can be more efficient and effective with that and I when I look at a 
current system like the meal programs in the downtown areas there’s an opportunity to do 
something that is much better and serves people in a much more efficient and safe way 
and but that’s gonna be a long term thing and I know not everyone will not necessarily 
agree with my approach on that. On the transportation side there’s, anytime there’s a 
suggestion of a change it is in many ways rightfully viewed as a possible threat. And my 
involvement in the transportation is really to be more looking towards a system that can 
serve people in a way that doesn't have them have to stand out in lines in the cold for a 
bus that may or may not come on schedule. And to try and think about is there a better 
way we can do that which doesn't essentially have people subject to the whims of 
scheduling of the buses or traffic changes or whatever but to talk about doing something 
different without having a clear view of how it could be better, that’s a challenge as I talk 
with folks about that. 
 
PY: Have you experienced any resistance from the business community? 
 
CT: From the business community? Me? I haven't. I'm sure there are folks as there are if 
you looked at any group of you know folks that are brought together by kind of 
geography and circumstance. Not everyone is going to agree with that some business 
owners that don't, that have a different sense of how people that are homeless should be 
served. I personally have not heard that I'm sure that others have but an important role of 
what we do as advocates and I say we meaning you know what I do in talking with folks, 
about that is, to try to educate and inform people who don't necessarily understand the 
issue in a very in-depth way and just would like you know why is that person homeless? 
Is a question that seems like it might have a simple answer but it actually always got a 
really long complicated answer and to try to have people that may not understand why 
something is the way it is, to go through that can be challenging but that’s part of the role 
that we have.  
 
PY: What is the relationship like between the business community and police in 
Washington, DC? 
 
CT: So there’s a staff member at the BID that’s the former district commander for the 
downtown he understands the interaction. I know there’s a lot of focus within the 
business community on public safety in and around the business area, its not just the 
downtown BID but other BIDs. So I think from my perspective its a collaborative 
relationship where there’s a lot of need or desire for everyone to work together and create 



a safe environment for everyone that is down there. People that are homeless, people that 
aren't homeless, people that are visiting, whatever. I mean everyone would like everyone 
that’s in there to be safe and to the extent that businesses work with employees its better 
for everyone I think. 
 
PY: How does the BID view anti-vagrancy laws? 
 
CT: I have no idea about that. 
 
PY: And why do you think people choose to sleep outside and what effects does that have 
on the community? 
 
CT: So I guess I would quibble with the word choose, because sometimes people, I mean 
I'm not, I guess, maybe I would say choose is okay. I hear people say that they will stay 
outside cause they don't like the shelter system or the shelter system is full or its more 
convenient for what they're doing. I have not heard many, I'm trying to think, in all my 
time have I heard someone say that this is a choice because it if they had other 
opportunities this would be their choice. I don't know the answer to that. Why do people 
wind up serving 53-46? I guess I'd prefer to answer why do people wind up sleeping 
outside. Its uncomfortability with the shelter system or the shelter system is not flexible 
or it doesn't work for them and also the perceived lack of shelter is why people would 
wind up outside. Sometimes if people for some folks I don't know that its a conscious 
choice. It’s just something they slip into. It becomes not necessarily easy to do but they 
can do it and then its not so much a choice if that makes sense. 
 
PY: Do you think that a change in government social services has had an impact on 
homelessness? 
 
CT: I think its had an impact largely for the good, not always for the good but for the 
most part the focus on housing on more individualized case management on a better 
understanding of the conditions that bring people to homelessness. There has certainly 
been a lot of increased understanding and approach from a research standpoint as well as 
an outcome standpoint of here’s what’s gonna instruct the services in that case its gotten 
a lot better. On the issue of lack of affordable housing things definitely become more 
difficult in the district. That’s a policy objective that I'm working on and many others are 
working on right now and how to make that more viable and possible for creation of 
more affordable housing. 
 
PY: What role do you think shelters play? 
 
CT: What they do play? For some people they are long term permanent no cost housing. 
For some people they are short time, they are a short term place to stay while they get 
back on their feet or reorient themselves and its those two, breaking it down in those two 
groups and in large part that’s what they do play for folks. I mean they're different things 
it can provide social service, opportunities for health care all those things that kind of gets 
into the details but as we talked about from the beginning I largely see the shelter serving 



two distinct populations in different ways and not serving either of them very well 
because its a mixed mission almost.  
 
PY: If you were homeless would you choose to stay in a DC shelter? 
 
CT: If I were homeless would I choose to stay in a DC shelter? As opposed to the street? 
I would.  
 
PY: And what do you say to people who want the right to live downtown? 
 
CT: Meaning on the street or in the shelter? 
 
PY: In the shelter. 
 
CT: There should be, actually let me unpack that question so state it again. 
 
PY: What do you say to people who want the right to live downtown? 
 
CT: But you didn’t say in the shelter. 
 
PY: Yeah. 
 
CT: There should be opportunities for people to live all throughout the city. Does that 
mean everyone can live exactly where they want to live, no. So if I want to live in 
Georgetown I can't live in Georgetown but does that mean because someone has not 
money that they should not be allowed to live in Georgetown? No, absolutely not. Does 
that mean that everyone can live exactly where they want to live? And I think that’s an 
important part. Downtown is important to me and I've felt that from the very beginning 
and that’s part of my interest in working with the BID is the creation of a variety of 
housing opportunities for people in the downtown be it permanent support of housing 
SRO its important there be a wide array of housing options across the city entirely and 
downtown is important. I understand that.  
 
PY: Do you think that there are categories of homeless people? 
 
CT: I hesitate to put anyone into a category. I think there are some shared conditions for 
people that are homeless. Everyone is unique, every person I've ever met with has a 
unique story of why they're homeless so could people be put into categories, sure. The 
same way that you could put folks that live in this neighborhood in categories here’s 
some lawyers and there’s some people who work at the World Bank. You know if those 
are categories sure you can put people in categories like that. 
 
PY: What do you think should be done with the budget surplus? 
 
CT: Budget surplus, so I'm glad that some of it is being focused on the creation of 
affordable housing. I would like to see more emphasis on permanent support of housing 



programs that have not been focused on as much recently. In its entirety I don't know. I 
don't understand whether there really is a need to have some in the rainy day fund or in 
the surplus but particularly as I look at the District’s situation for this last year I think its 
reasonable to say that some of its gotta go to affordable housing and some of it needs to 
go to other social service programs.  
 
PY: What is the BID's relationship with the DC government been like? 
 
CT: So I can't really speak to that. I know that from my interaction where I sit, which is 
not at the top of the organization but there’s an openness to have conversation about what 
makes sense, what works, The BID's role on homeless is not a small portion but its a 
portion a subset of what the bid is involved with transportation issues, economic 
development issues so I know that folks at the BID are working with District government 
everyday on homelessness I think there’s a receptiveness to try to work for the 
government to reach some way that serves people that are homeless of the downtown 
area.  
 
PY: What sort of reactions did you have personally with the homeless in your job? 
 
CT: Ever? 
 
PY: I guess. 
 
CT: It’s people telling me that they want housing. It’s people telling me that they don't 
want to be in the shelter. It’s people telling me that it’s hard to live in the shelter. It’s 
feeling a sense from them of wanting some answer to what can be done to have people 
exit out of homelessness. I've worked with people that are homeless for the better part of 
twenty years. So I have spent a lot of time talking with and hearing with folks on what 
they think outta be done to end homelessness not only for them individually as well as 
people across the whole city and I come back to housing. 
 
PY: Housing is the most important issue concerning the homeless community to you? 
 
CT: That I have heard. 
 
PY: Okay 
 
CT: So acknowledging that I'm not homeless and everyone got their own individual story 
if you're asking me for what I have taken from my interactions initially going and you 
know twenty years ago working on a meal program that was serving people and going 
out everyday and giving people food and feeling like it was the greatest job in the world 
cause what you know all day I was coordinating getting food donations and all night I 
was going out and giving food to people on the street and then like after six months of 
doing that I realized that’s what I was doing everyday and you know that everyone, I 
knew everyone in line and what I could say was I'll see ya tomorrow. Ya know what was 
the common thread? Why were people there? They were hungry and had nowhere to stay. 



I could solve on a daily basis the hunger issue but on a long-term basis I couldn't solve 
the housing issue. 
 
PY: Is there anything else you would like to add? 
 
CT: I think that’s it. 
 
JL: The city shelter 
 
CT: Yes 
 
JL: Would you like to talk about that for a few minutes? 
 
CT: Sure. You guys have any questions? 
 
JL: What’s the controversy? 
 
CT: I don't there’s any controversy, see this is where you get me. Chapman Todd the guy 
verses not necessarily The BID's approach has been to surface all the issues oaky? Here’s 
the issue, so I can tell you when I worked at DC central kitchen. I told you I worked there 
for eight years like whatever it was 1992 to 2000 when we moved in to the Federal City 
Shelter when I was there so I know the building pretty well, more than someone who 
hasn't lived there, I mean I spent 8 years going to work everyday in the basement in the 
building so I spent a lot of time there and I understand the unique situation of that 
building. There is an incredible opportunity to do something great on that block and 
periodically folks will come forward and say the shelter is gonna close or 
somebody/developer is gonna take this or you know everyone is gonna have to move. 
And part of what my goal with the BID was to surface what the real issues were around 
the building. What you've seen probably, what I can tell you about the building is its a 
very incredible opportunity to do something great down there that looks different than 
what it looks like right now and I would say that clearly there was vision and an 
incredible amount of work that went into having that building the current building be 
available for people that are homeless. And what I would ask is that twenty5 and 35 years 
into that right now there’s an opportunity to take a look at how that model can be 
rethought/revisioned into something that will serve people for the next 30-5- years, its an 
opportunity. It’s an incredible opportunity. Specifically I don’t know how much you all 
have looked at it. The space the building, have you been in the building? It’s an 
incredible opportunity to do something great. To serve the people that are down there 
now and all the programs not just CCNV but the other programs that are down there DC 
central kitchen, open door shelter, Unity its an incredible opportunity to think about in the 
year twenty thirteen an beyond how people can be best served an incredible space in the 
downtown area that could be revisioned to serve the way based on what we know about 
how to best provide for people that are homeless now in a way that will insure and build 
upon the legacy of what everyone did to get that thing up and going in the first place. 
And then what people have been able to do to continue to operate till now. 
 



JL: So are you advocating for permanent residence building there? 
 
CT: Me personally? I would love to see a combination of things a combination of 
permanent supportive housing I'd love to see some combo of single room occupancy or 
shared living space environment as well as some emergency shelter and all the services 
and there’s plenty of room and plenty or services to do something that captures all of that 
on that space. 
 
JL: Anything else? 
 
CT: That’s it 
 
JL and PY: Thank you 
 
 
 
End of interview 
 


